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B.A. (Part - I) 
Term End Examination, 2018 

FOUNDATION COURSE 

Paper I 

Hindi Language 

Time: Three Hours] [Maximunm Marks 75 

1. 

15 

377T 
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(2) 
(3) 

It has been noticed that inspite of repeated instruction several class IV employees do not 
put on their full uniform while on duty in 
office. The class IV officers are once again 

2. 
15 

instructed that during office hours they should 
invariably put on the uniform supplied to 
them. 

6. 

10 

3. f 79Tfafay 7-7 À? 
10 

(75) 3HTTY 

(T) f6fq 
() 4HTT 10 4. ifa97 4T q4IEI 
(3 f 

5 7. fffea vfafa 1 fair feiray 

(7) E-'T 
(a) Toto to 

5. 317c f Eà 8? v 4 TK 

faa fefayi 
(T) Yfo Ho HTo 

10 
(T) 
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IJ-1053 

B.A. (Part - I1) 
Term End Examination, 2018 

FOUNDATION COURSE 

Paper - II 

English Language 

Time Three Hours] [Maximum Marks: 75 

Note Answer all questions. The figures in the right-

hand margin indicate marks. 

Unit-I 

1. Answer any five questions of the following 

in about 50 words each: 15 

(a) What is ypothesis ? Why is it necessary 
that we should verify a hypothesis? 

(6) Why did J. C. Bose stammer while 

explaining his methods ? 
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(2) 
(3) 

(c) Why did William Thomas take his family 

to that planet? 
employed. They will then have a sense 
of achievement and we can be happy that 
we have done our duty towards them. 

(d) How was uranium designated? 

Questions: 5 
)What does the author refer to as 'gunk'? 

should How 
handicapped children ? 

treat the 
)Why is the method of Plastic Surgery 

known as "The Hindu Method" ? 

we 

(i) Why do physically handicapped 
(g) Do you agree with the view that 

children suffer? 
computers have electronic brains? 

(ii) Which are the two important duties 
towards the handicapped children ? Unit-II 

2. (a) Read the following passage carefully and 

answer the questions given below: 
(iv) How can we make them useful 

citizens ? 

Whatever may be the cause of their 

suffering we have got to treat the 

handicapped 
understanding. In many 
physically handicapped children suffer, 
neglect and are left to themselves in their 
homes. This makes their life extremely 
sad and lovely. Secondly we have got to 
educate these children and help them to 

live useful lives. We should secure for 

(v) Give a suitable title to the above 

passage. 

with sympathy and 
(6) Give Synonyms of any five of the 

following 
instances 

()Influence 

(ii) Astonishment 

(iin) Ample 

(iv) Predict 
them the benefits of education in schools 
specially intended for them. We have got 
to make them useful citizens by creatingB 
for them suitable opportunities to be 

(v) Open 

(vi) Swallow 

(Turn Over) 
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(4) (5) 

bring out the 
Unit-V to (c) Frame sentences 

differences 
between any 

five of the 

following pairs of words 
5 5. (a) Do as directed any twenty five of the 

following: 25 
) Born- Bourn Is there gymnasium in this 

(Insert article) i) Feature - Future town ? 

(iii) Seem - Seam (i) Vinay is .engineer. 
(iv) Wring - Ring (Insert article) 

(iit) They found .. in great difficulty. 
(Insert possessive or self form) 

)Too -Two 

(vi) Contemptible - Contemptuous 

I was given this award by the 

King 
(iv) Unit-III 

Write a report in 150-200 words on any one 3. (Insert possessive or self form) 

of the following topics 10 
( ... do you wish to be honoured? 

(Insert relative pronoun) (a) Naxalites in Chhattisgarh 

(b) A Prize distribution ceremony Secing is . (believe). 
(Supply gerund or infinitive) 

(vi) 
(c) Water scarcity in your area 

(d) Swachchha Bharat Abhiyan (vii) I hope this time (pass). 

(Supply gerund or infinitive) 
Unit-IV 

(viii) They . gladly accept the offer. 
Expand any one of the following in about 

4. 
(willingness) 

(Fill in the blanks with modals) 200-300 words 10 

(a) Work is Worship 
(ix) How you insult him ? 

(6) Honesty is the Best Policy (Presence of courage) 

(c)Knowledge is Power (supply modals) 
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(6) (7) 
They arrive late .. the airport. 

(Supply preposition) 
(x) You teach. Do you enjoy it ? 

(Combine the sentence by using 
gerund form) 

They lived ..Baker Street. 

(Supply preposition) 
(xi) 

(xxl) She locked the door. She did not 

want to be disturbed. 
(rii) Prachi give him a book. 

(Change the voice) (Combine the sentences by using 
so . that) 

(riin) I should love someone to take me 

out to dinner. (Change the voice) (xxii) Rhea is not hard working. She is 

(xiv) The play surprised the visitors. 

(Change the voice)\ 

not intelligent. 

(Combine the sentence by using 
neither .. nor) 

(v) They kept us waiting. 
(xxiin) We will discuss it .. lunch. 

(Change the voice) 
(Supply over/on/under which ever 

(rvi) We .. die one day. 
(Fill in the blanks with 'will' or 
shall') 

is correct) 

(xxiv) Somebody build the Palace long 
(Change the voice) 

ago 
(rvi) The rain (poured / was **** 

pouring) down. 
(Choose correct answer from 
bracket) 

(xxv) Who ate the cake? 

(Change the voice) 

(xxvi) Cars .. not be parked in tront of 

the enterance. (necessity) xviil) You are not very tall. Your brotlher is (Supply modals) 
. 

(Use compurative degree) 
(xxv) Court 

(Use the tollowing words as noun (rix) Here is coming the bride. 
(Correct the sentonce) and pronoun) 

JDB_30_*_(8) 
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(8) 

(xx1i) 'Make a mark 
(Use the following phrases in your 
own sentence) 

(xrir) It is no good. You are arguing 
against common sense. 
(Combine the sentence into simple 
sentence) 

(xxx) She asked why we wanted more 

money ? (Correct the sentence) 
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IJ-1051 

B.A. (Part - II) 
Term End Examination, 2018 

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIESS 

Paper I 

Environmental Science 

Time Three Hours] [Maximum Marks: 75 

25 75i 1U aUE-B U 10-

10 5 
Note Answer from both the Sections as directed. 

Section-A carries 25 marks and each question 
of Section-B is carrying 10 marks. 

US/Section-A 

1. 

fafay 
(a) a1 HHTYA 

(b) 
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(2) (3) 

Describe renewable and non-renewable () HT 
resources. 

7yT/ OR (e)HTTaTta-9fTs 

feiray 

Write short notes on any five of the 

following 
(a) Forest resources (c) 
(6) Ozone layer depletion Write short answer on any two of the 

following : (c) Land resources 

(d) Drought and Flood (a) Deforestation 

(e) Bio-geographical classification of India (6) Effect of modern agriculture on 

environment 
) Earthquake 

(g) Energy resources (c)Utilization of surface and ground water. 

F6/Unit-II 
UESection-B 

Answer all questions 

F6/Unit-I 
Describe and illustrate the energy flow in 

Ecosystem with example. 

2. Taitpa 37YT/ ORR 
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(4) (5) 

feifey 
(a) T JTI Write short answer on any two of the 

following: (6) Yifrfaasta z6TR 

(a) Write 10 National Parks of India 

the (b) Ex-situ and In-situ conservation 
Write short notes on any two of 

following: (c) Hot Spots of Indian biodiversity 

(a) Food chain 
F6/Unit-IV 

(b) Ecological pyramids 
5. 1 ? FF6 T, THT 5. (c) Ecological components 

6I/Unit-1lI What is air pollution? Describe its cause, 

effect and remedy. 

3777/ ORR Write a note on Biodiversity. 

7rAT/OR 

fafay 
(b) eqt 

fafey (c) 3 y 
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(7) (6) 

Write short answer on any two of the 
two of the 

Write short answer 
on any 

following 
following 

(a)Women and Children Development (a) Nuclear Pollution 

(6) Global Warming 
b) Noise Pollution 

(c) AIDS (c) Acid Rain 

/Unit-V 

What is Population? What are the causes of 

the 
population growth in India? Explain the 

various reasons of population growth and how 

it can be controlled and what are its adverse 

effects 
7rT/OR 

3T 

fefay 

1,740 
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